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From food to medicine, plants are essential to our 
everyday lives but are under increasing pressure… 
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Nanopore sequencing
Closing the gap in plant genomes

Long reads
Simplify de novo assembly, improve reference 
genomes, resolve structural variations and 
repetitive regions with up to 2 Mb reads.

Scalable
From portable MinIONTM to high-yield, 
high-throughput PromethIONTM

Easy, rapid prep
Streamlined library prep in just 10 minutes

Direct
Detect modified bases alongside nucleotide sequence 
without bisulfite conversion
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Why so few sequenced plant genomes?

Because plant genomes are...
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Genome sequencing is imperative to 
preservation and improvement efforts but…
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34 Gb

Example: 
Maize�over 80% 
repetitive DNA6

...polyploidy
Example: 
Strawberry species

Flexible, on-demand sequencing
Designed to run up to 48 independently 
addressable flow cells

High yield, high throughput
Up to 9,600 Gb data (all 48 flow cells sequencing)*

Long reads
Read length equal to fragment length

Cost-effective
No CapEx required

The PromethION is needed. It generates such a lot of data in such a 
consistent way that we can more easily access any genome.

Dr. Hans Jansen – CTO, Future Genomics Technologies

In just 4 days, at the cost of $1000, researchers 
achieved a more contiguous assembly of 
the Arabidopsis thaliana genome than 
the existing gold standard7.

Using this [PromethION] 
platform, we sequenced the 
2.56 Gb lettuce genome at 
>100x coverage using just 

a few flow cells.
Dr. Alexander Wittenberg, 
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